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• neurons in the Superior Temporal Sulcus (STS) respond selectively 
to dynamic visual displays of body movements [Bruce et al. 1981; 
Perrett’s lab 1985, 1989, 1990 ...]

• neurons in the inferior temporal (IT) cortex can represent the low-
dimensional configurations of parameterized static shapes [Op de 
Beeck et al. 2001; De Baene et al. 2007]

RQ 1: Do neurons in the macaque STS and lateral 
convexity of IT represent the similarities among a 
set of parameterized actions? ( categorization)

Introduction: Action Similarity 



RQ 2: What is the contribution of form versus 
motion information to the coding of actions + 

anatomical correlates

Introduction: Form vs Motion Information 

[Giese and Poggio 2003]

[Lange and Lappe 2006]

form-driven process

[Casile and Giese 2005]

optic flow features
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Stimuli: Parametric Action Space (1) 



Stimuli: Parametric Action Space (2) 

human 
psychophysics

[Pollick et al. 2007]
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Results: Example Neurons (1)



Results: Example Neurons (2)



Results: Neural Representation Action Similarity

neurons in the macaque STS and lateral convexity of IT 
can represent the similarities among a set of 
parameterized actions on an ordinal level

RQ 1:

N = 198 neurons



Results: Form vs Motion Responses (1)

dynamic actions vs static postures

Pa = Peak Firing Rate to Action 
max Ps = max Peak Firing Rate to Most 
   Responsive Static

(Pa – max Ps)

(Pa + max Ps)
ACTION INDEX =



Results: Form vs Motion Responses (2)

full-body actions vs reductions

A

B Pa = Peak Firing Rate to Full-Body 
Action 
max Parm = max Peak Firing Rate to 
Arm-Only Action

(Pa – max Parm)

(Pa + max Parm)

ARM REDUCTION
 
INDEX = 



Results: Functional Differentiation Neurons

dynamic > staticdynamic = static
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“snapshot” neurons respond equally well to actions and statics

“motion” neurons respond equally well to full-body and arm ACTIONS

RQ 2:
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Results: Functional Differentiation Anatomy

“snapshot” neurons  mainly lower bank STS and                 
                    lateral convexity of IT

“motion” neurons     mainly upper bank and fundus STS 

RQ 2:



Results: “Motion” vs “Snapshot” Neurons

MOTION NEURONS SNAPSHOT NEURONS

“Motion” neurons represent the parametric action space more 
faithful than “Snapshot” neurons

RQ 2:

N = 64 neuronsN = 51 neurons



Results: “Motion” Neurons code Kinematics

MOTION NEURONSSNAPSHOT NEURONS

“Motion” neurons are influenced by the speed of the wristpoint 
which contains the most motion

RQ 2:



Discussion

neurons in the macaque rostral STS and lateral convexity of IT 
can represent the similarities among a set of parameterized 
actions (categorization process) (RQ 1)

two types of neurons (RQ 2): 

A) “Snapshot” neurons responding equally well to actions and 
to static snapshot presentations 

B) “Motion” neurons responding much better to actions than to 
static snapshot presentations

“Snapshot” neurons mainly lower bank STS & lateral convexity 

“Motion” neurons mainly upper bank and fundus STS

we thus propose that “Snapshot” neurons can contribute to the 
coding of actions by processing posture, while “Motion” neurons can 
contribute to the coding of actions by processing motion trajectory



human fMRI: segregation processing streams

ventral = ME form

dorsal = ME motion and IA motion x form

[Jastorff and Orban 2008: VSS 41.13 Monday 9 am]

Thank you: ready for your questions

Worth attending:


